CASE STUDY
SECTOR: MEDIA

Established by the Blue Sky Publications group in 2003, TheSouthAfrican.com is the only multi-platform
media source for South Africans living around the world. Editorial teams reporting from Cape Town,
London, and Brisbane provide vital, up-to-date coverage of news, events, sports, entertainment,
community, travel, and business for an audience of global-minded, well-educated South Africans. Its
loyal audience is a culturally-unified community from South Africa to the United Kingdom, Australia and
New Zealand, to Canada and the U.S. The South African reaches a loyal audience of two
million-plus unique visitors monthly—and those numbers are growing rapidly.

THE CHALLENGE
Monetization of The South African’s mobile traﬀic was
far from optimal, hindered by slow speeds and
lackluster user engagement. Bounce rates were also an
issue, as the site struggled to hold users’ attention
longer than the time it took to read one article.
Partnering with Marfeel, its primary goals were to
improve monetization and enhance the overall user
experience, while ensuring that the features and
widgets already successfully generating revenue would
remain on the site.

The goal for the South African’s mobile website included

Increasing page views
per visitor and time
spent on site

Enhancing
distribution with
Google AMP and
Facebook Instant
Articles

Improving website
loading speed and user
engagement by
implementing a dynamic,
multi-screen strategy
that addresses all mobile
devices and OS s

THE SOLUTION
To get the best results
for The South African,
Marfeel’s enterprise
solution was selected.
This solution aggregates
millions of premium
advertiser ads and
manages all ad space
with a supply-side
platform, optimizing
real-time bidding to
maximize revenue.

The solution delivers
one-point integration to
all ad networks and a
new financial contentsharing ad network to
serve its largest client,
while retaining a Taboola
content-sharing widget
and custom forms.

Google Analytics tags
ensure that content
statistics can be tracked at
the authorship level to
continue monitoring writers.

THE RESULT
With the new mobile app engineered by Marfeel, The South African is easier to discover in search
results, reaches a wider audience, and fosters deeper engagement.
After launching Marfeel’s platform, the site saw its mobile page views soar to 4 million, page views
per visitor rise from an average 1.2 pages to 2.05 pages per visitor, time on site increase from 45
seconds to 1 minute 21 seconds, and the bounce rate decrease from an average 87% to 61%.
Google AMP technology has dramatically improved SEO results for the mobile site, while seamless
implementation of Facebook Instant Articles optimizes content for Facebook-native distribution.

FEATURES
App-like swiping
Dynamic social sharing capabilities

In-cloud website updates

SSP aggregating millions of premium advertiser ads

“

“Our old mobile site was slow, outdated and lacked user
friendliness, resulting in poor monetization and high
bounce rate from the site. Since going live with the new
Marfeel mobile site, the results have come on pretty fast
and have, so far, delivered beyond our expectations. The
whole process from the start of the development to
where we are now has been amazing. The dedicated
Marfeel team have kept us in the loop the entire time
and no request went unanswered, ensuring the final site
went live without a hitch.”

Patrick Atherton
Managing Director
The South African
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